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Dendrimers are powerful synthetic macromolecular architectures for a wide variety of bioapplications owing to their unique 
and superior features, including monodispersity, well-defined and highly branched architecture, multivalency, tunable size 
and shape, good water solubility, bioavailability, and precisely controllable size at the nanometer-scale. However, the 
cationic and higher generation dendrimers have generally proven to raise cytotoxicity concerns, which leads to the 
disruption of cell membranes and cell death, thus extensively limiting their use. Hence, the chemical functionalization of 
dendrimers’ surface with desired functional moieties and their incorporation within supramolecular Layer-by-Layer (LbL) 
assemblies has been reported as an effective strategy to circumvent the safety issues and improve their biological 
performance. Herein, we systematically review the multitude of intermolecular interactions behind the build-up of 
supramolecular dendrimer-containing multifunctional LbL nanoensembles with improved properties and enhanced 
functionalities for being used in a wide variety of bioapplications. We envisage that such diversity of intermolecular 
interactions may increase the number of building blocks that can be combined with dendrimers and processed into robust 
supramolecular multifunctional nanoarchitectures across multiple length scales well-suited to be applied in biological and 
biomedical scenarios, including in controlled drug/therapeutics/nucleic acid delivery, gene therapy, biosensing, bioimaging, 
and tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. The review also provides a glimpse on the integration of the bottom-up 
LbL assembly technology with other bottom-up or top-down approaches for shaping increasingly complex and sophisticated 
dendrimer-based supramolecular multifunctional devices with high capability for being translated into practical 
bioapplications. 
 

1. Introduction 

Dendrimers are powerful synthetic macromolecules that find 
broad applicability in a wide array of fields owing to their unique 
and superior structural and physicochemical properties. Those 
include their monodisperse nature and well-defined 
hyperbranched three-dimensional polymeric globular architecture, 
multivalency assigned by the high density of terminal functional 
groups, high surface area, as well as their tunable nanosize, shape, 
topology, chemical composition and molecular weight.1–4 In addition, 
dendrimers can be designed to denote good water solubility, non-
immunogenicity, as well as high biocompatibility, which turn them 
into highly appealing macromolecules for a wide variety of 
bioapplications (Fig. 1).5–13 Those include drug/gene/therapeutics 
delivery14–23 and intracellular trafficking,24–27 gene therapy,28–30 gene 
transfection,31 cancer therapy,32–34 (bio)molecular imaging,17,35–41 
biosensing,9,26,42–45 and tissue engineering and regenerative 

medicine16,46–51 due to their intrinsic ability to encapsulate, protect, 
transport and on-demand targeted release of therapeutic molecules 
or imaging moieties at desired sites, as well as intrinsic capacity to 
overcome the extra and intracellular biological barriers.8,52–59 
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Fig. 1 Histogram denoting the evolution in the number of yearly publications 

in the last ten years on the topics “dendrimer”, and “dendrimer and 

biomedical applications” or “dendrimer and biological applications” in the 

Web of Science database. 

However, most commonly used dendrimers raise cytotoxicity 
concerns, which extensively limit their practical use in the biological 
systems.60 This is particularly notorious for the widely used amine-
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ended dendrimers of higher generations (usually G ≥ 4), including 
poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM), poly(ethylene imine) (PEI), 
poly(propylene imine) (PPI), and poly(L-lysine),48,61–63 due to their 
multiple surface cationic charge and high propensity to interact and 
disrupt the cell membrane and lead to cell death. To improve the 
biological functionality and, thus, performance of the cationic 
dendrimers under physiological conditions, considerable efforts 
have been made on the peripheral functionalization of their amine 
end groups with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG),18 or through 
conjugation with natural saccharides64 or other targeting-specific 
ligands or cargoes.13,19,21 Besides, the rational design and 
development of dendrimer-containing multifunctional multilayered 
assemblies,65 by resorting to the prominent LbL assembly 
technology, has been also deemed as a powerful strategy to mitigate 
their cytotoxicity owing to its key enabling features. The LbL 
technology, firstly introduced by Iler in 196666 and mostly known 
after the seminal work by Decher and co-workers in the 1990s,67–71 
has quickly emerged as a simple, cost-effective, efficient, and highly 
versatile bottom-up methodology to functionalize surfaces and 
precisely assemble robust and conformal multilayered architectures, 
under mild conditions, with finely tuned compositions, structures, 
properties and functions at the nanoscale.72 Such versatility is 
illustrated by the multitude of templates,73,74 assembly 
methodologies,75–82 and intermolecular interactions83 that enable 
the precise, controlled and elegant nanoscopic assembly of an 
unprecedented array of complementary building blocks  into a 
diverse set of advanced functional multidimensional LbL 
architectures with applications in a myriad of fields (Fig. 2).81,83–101 
To date, the LbL technology has been by far mostly widely employed 
to assemble oppositely charged polymers by resorting to attractive 
electrostatic interactions.69,71,83,87,100 Among them, dendrimers are 
very promising building blocks to be used as ingredients within LbL 
assemblies owing to their unique features and high versatility.  
 
 
 
The 

ability of the LbL ensembles to encapsulate, protect and preserve the 

biological activity of therapeutic agents until they are administered 
and delivered at desired locations is a key feature of the LbL assembly 
technology.96,102–104 Therefore, dendrimer-containing LbL 
nanoassemblies represent prominent platforms for a wide array of 
bioapplications, overcoming the limitations associated with the 
employment of free dendrimers.105,106 Moreover, in contrast to the 
multilayered systems enclosing linear polymers, the dendrimer-
containing LbL assemblies have shown that dendrimers can 
penetrate into the interlayers. Although the thickness, morphology 
and growth of the multilayers are strongly influenced by the 
assembling conditions, the strong interactions between dendritic 
polymers and the substrate make dendrimers able to change their 
conformation to increase the adsorption point. Furthermore, the 
employment of dendrimers has shown to be highly advantageous to 
obtain thicker films.107 
In this review, we systematically overview the multitude of 
intermolecular interactions behind the fabrication of supramolecular 
dendrimer-based multilayered assemblies using the LbL assembly 
technology to be used in a wide array of bioapplications, including 
biosensing, drug/therapeutics delivery, and gene therapy. Several 
examples are given on supramolecular dendrimer-containing 
multilayered nanoensembles fabricated from electrostatic, host-
guest, coordination chemistry, and biologically specific interactions, 
as well as from hydrogen bonding, and covalent bonding. Moreover, 
the potential impact of the developed supramolecular LbL 
nanoassemblies in biomedical and biological applications is also 
discussed. The last section provides a glimpse on the current status 
and future perspectives on the integration of dendrimers and LbL 
assembly technology with either other bottom-up and/or top-down 
methodologies aiming for the rational design and development of 
complex and innovative supramolecular nanodevices, exhibiting 
improved properties and enhanced multifunctionalities, for being 
used in a wide array of biomedical, biological and biotechnological 
applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of high versatility endowed by the LbL assembly technology. The final properties, functions, performance and end-used of the 
resulting multilayered structures are intrinsically dependent on the template features, building blocks, intermolecular interactions, and assembly 
methodologies. Adapted from ref. 81 with  permission from the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Adapted from ref. 97 with  permission 
from the Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 
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2. Driving forces behind the fabrication of 

dendrimer-containing LbL assemblies 

2.1 Electrostatic interactions 
The electrostatic interaction is the most explored mechanism behind 
the fabrication of multilayered assemblies when both the molecule 
and the adsorbent surface are electrically charged.83,108 Recently, 
considerable attention has been devoted to the combined use of 
dendrimers and oppositely charged polymers (Fig. 3a) or solely 
oppositely charged dendrimers (Fig. 3b) as building blocks for the 
development of electrostatically-driven supramolecular 
multilayered thin films taking advantage of their charged terminal 
functional groups, such as amine, carboxyl, or sulfate groups.109–116 
This intermolecular interaction represents the most explored 
method to prepare multilayered assemblies encompassing 
dendrimers. 

Indeed, LbL films encompassing dendrimers and distinct oppositely 
charged polymers, such as carboxylated azopolymer,109,114 
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA),110 sulfonated poly(aniline) (SPANI),111 
polyaniline (PANI),117 poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS),115 poly(vinyl 
sulfonic acid) (PVS),112 poly(diallyl-dimethylammonium chloride) 
(PDDA) and carboxylated poly(glycerol)113 have been developed. 
Among the dendrimers, PAMAM has been the most widely used to 
build-up multilayered structures due to their straightforward 
synthesis, low polydispersity and commercial availability.118  
Besides the fabrication of dendrimer/polymer multilayered 
assemblies, similar LbL systems have been also developed by 
resorting to solely oppositely charged dendrimers. In this regard, 
Tsukruk et al. reported the build-up of multilayered films comprising 
amine- and carboxyl-terminated PAMAM dendrimers of adjacent 

generations on a silicon wafer.119 The authors assembled up to 20 
layers and demonstrated that the PAMAM dendrimers were highly 
compressed and flattened. Moreover, Yoshimura and co-workers 
developed LbL films containing dendrimers surface functionalized 
with oppositely charged metal nanoparticles (NPs), namely 
oppositely charged gold (Au)- and silver (Ag)-dendrimer 
nanocomposites for being used as thin conducting or catalytic 
films.120 It has been demonstrated that several physicochemical 
parameters, including the solution pH and ionic strength and the 
intrinsic properties of the polyelectrolytes such as the concentration, 
molecular weight and charge density play a key role in the 
deposition, stability, structure, properties and functions of the 
assembled multilayered structures, as described below.83,121 

2.1.1 Factors governing the growth of LbL assemblies 
2.1.1.1 Influence of solution pH 
Many dendritic families include tertiary amines at the interior and 

primary amines on the surface and, as such, their conformation in 
aqueous solution is affected by changes in the pH, which in turn 
influence the preparation of dendrimer-based LbL films assembled 
via electrostatic interactions.106,107 The pKa of terminal primary 
amines is 9.23 whereas the pKa of tertiary ones at the branching 
points is 6.3.122 In this regard, at high pH, dendrimers denote a 
denser and globular conformation with lower surface charge density 
because only the primary amines on the terminals are protonated. In 
contrast, at low pH, dendrimers with an open and extended 
conformation and higher charge density prevail due to the repulsions 
between the protonated tertiary amines at the interior and primary 
amines at the surface.111 In fact, Kim and Bruening revealed that the 
PAMAM/PAA multilayered growth is dependent on the solution 
pH.110 The highest thickness was obtained while assembling PAMAM 

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration denoting the preparation of (a) dendrimer/polymer and (b) dendrimer/dendrimer LbL nanofilms on solid surfaces via electrostatic 
interactions. In-between the alternate immersion in the polycation and polyanion aqueous solutions, the substrate is immersed in an aqueous solution to 
remove weakly adsorbed layers and avoid the contamination of the polymer solutions by liquid adhering to the substrate. 
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and PAA aqueous solutions at pH 8 and 4 (Fig. 4a,b), respectively, 
since both PAMAM and PAA are only partially charged. Moreover, 
those films exhibited the highest surface roughness, which is 
probably assigned to the fastest formation of the film (Fig. 4c-f).  
Almost at the same time, Imae and co-workers prepared 
SPANI/PAMAM LbL films and investigated the influence of the 
solution pH on the film growth.111 They assembled multilayered films 
composed of either SPANI and PAMAM solutions at pH 6 (fully 
charged) or PAMAM at pH 9.8 (partially charged) and SPANI at pH 6 
(fully charged) and found that the amount of SPANI and PAMAM 
adsorbed during the multilayered film growth using PAMAM 
solutions at pH 9.8 is larger than the one adsorbed while resorting to 
solutions at pH 6 due to the lower surface charge and more 
condensed structured denoted by PAMAM, which reduces the layer 
interpenetration and leads to a highly ordered multilayered film. It 
was also shown that, irrespectively of the pH of the solutions, the 
amount of SPANI and PAMAM adsorbed increased while increasing 
the number of bilayers. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Influence of the solution pH in the thickness of 2.5 bilayers composed 
of (a) G4 PAMAM dendrimers and PAA and (b) G8 PAMAM dendrimers and 
PAA. Microscopy images of 2.5 bilayers of (c) G8 PAMAM (pH = 4) and PAA 
(pH = 4) and (d) G8 PAMAM (pH = 8) and PAA (pH = 4). The ellipsometric 
thickness of the films were 80 and 4000 Å, respectively. Scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) images of the cross section of porous alumina (e) before 
and (f) after coating with 4.5 bilayers of G4 PAMAM (pH = 8) and PAA (pH = 
4) film. Adapted from ref. 110 with permission from the American Chemical 
Society. 
 

2.1.1.2 Influence of ionic strength 
The growth of multilayered films is also strongly influenced by the 
ionic strength. In this regard, Li et al. reported that, at high ionic 
strength (0.4 M), charged dendrimers display a denser core 
conformation (Fig. 5a) with a lower surface charge whereas at low 
ionic strength (0.2 M), dendrimers exhibited higher charge density 
and might adopt a disk-like structure (Fig. 5b) and, as such, more 

dendritic molecules will be absorbed into the film surface because of 
the balance of the charges.111 Moreover, the addition of salt 
increased the adsorption of SPANI in SPANI/PAMAM LbL films (Fig. 
5c), which can be due to the partially neutralization of its net charge. 
Khopade and Caruso also studied the influence of salt concentration 
in the growth of multilayered films encompassing PAMAM and PSS, 
showcasing that the amount of adsorbed PSS per bilayer increased 
while increasing the salt concentration up to 0.5-1 M, after which it 
started to decrease to values similar to the ones obtained in the 
absence of salt (Fig. 5d).123 

 
Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of analogous dendrimers to G6 PAMAM in the 
presence of (a) high salt and (b) low salt concentration. Reprinted from ref. 
124 with permission from the American Chemical Society. (c) Effect of the 
ionic strength on the absorbance at 475 nm in SPANI/PAMAM multilayered 
films as a function of the number of layers. Reprinted from ref. 111 with 
permission from the American Chemical Society. (d) Evolution of the 
absorbance at 227 nm as a function of the number of deposited bilayers for 
PSS/PAMAM multilayered films prepared in buffer containing different salt 
concentrations. The substrate was coated with a priming layer of PEI solution, 
followed by alternating layers of PSS and PAMAM via electrostatic 
interactions. Adapted from ref. 123 with permission from the American 
Chemical Society. 
 

Almost fifty years ago, van den Berg and Staverman suggested the 
formation of PEI-anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 
complexes by the association of PEI, SDS and sodium chloride 
(NaCl).125 Later on, Windsor et al. showed that the addition of NaCl 
to PEI containing solutions at a low ionic strength induced a large 
ordering effect on adsorbed SDS at a lower bulk concentration at the 
solid-liquid interface, attributing these conformational changes to 
the formation of a complex between PEI and SDS.126 In this regard, 
Wang and co-workers developed multilayered films containing 
positively charged PEI dendrimer and oppositely charged 
azobenzene polymer (PAZO)-SDS and evaluated the effect of SDS in 
the film growth behavior.127 It was found that the amount of PAZO 
adsorbed decreased while increasing the concentration of SDS, until 
the critical micelle concentration of SDS was reached, due to the 
competition of SDS and PAZO for PEI binding sites. Thus, the 
adsorption of SDS was followed by a slower PAZO adsorption step, 
with PAZO occupying the remaining binding sites on the PEI layer. As 
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such, SDS interpenetrates through the PAZO and PEI layers, which in 
turn improves the surface hydrophobicity of both. 

2.1.1.3 Influence of dendrimer generation, polymer 
molecular weight, concentration and charge density 
The effect of the dendrimer generation, polymer molecular weight 
and material’s concentration on the film growth and the architecture 
of the resulting multilayered films have been also explored. For 
instance, Khopade and Caruso studied the build-up of multilayered 
films composed of PAMAM dendrimers bearing terminal primary 
amines and negatively charged PSS on the quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM), which revealed a linear growth of the 
multilayered film (Fig. 6a). However, the ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) 
spectra of the multilayered film growth showed a partial removal of 
PSS layers after the deposition of PAMAM, revealing an adsorption-
desorption trend (Fig. 6b).123,128 We hypothesize that the different 
behavior observed in Fig. 6a and b is assign to the removal of PSS 
from the film by the dendrimer solution but may also be a 
consequence of the PAMAM removal from the film to the PSS 
solution after the deposition of PSS. Unfortunately, the desorption of 
PAMAM could not be verified in the UV-Vis spectra because PAMAM 
does not absorb within the range analyzed. Moreover, it was shown 
that the multilayered film growth increased linearly while increasing 
the dendrimer generation (Fig. 6c) or PSS molecular weight (Fig. 6d). 

 
Fig. 6 (a) QCM frequency shift against layers number of PSS/PAMAM 
multilayered film. (b) Evolution of the absorbance at 227 nm as function of 
the number of layers of PSS/PAMAM deposited on a quartz slide. The inset 
figure shows the UV-Vis spectra after PSS (solid line) and PAMAM dendrimer 
(dotted line) adsorption. Reprinted from ref. 128 with permission from the 
American Chemical Society. Evolution of the absorbance at 227 nm in 
PSS/PAMAM multilayered films, prepared with (c) generation 2, 3 or 4 
PAMAM dendrimers and (d) PSS with a molecular weight of 13 000, 32 000, 
43 000 or 70 000 Da, as a function of the number of layers. The first layer 
deposited was PEI, followed by alternating adsorption of layers of PSS and 
PAMAM. Reprinted from ref. 123 with permission from the American 
Chemical Society. 

 
Furthermore, LbL films prepared by alternate immersion of glass 
substrates into solutions of PPI dendrimer with amino surface groups 
(DAB-Am) and metallic AgNPs revealed that the multilayered film 
growth was higher with G5 dendrimers than with the G1 
counterparts (using the same concentration).129 Such behavior 
suggests that G5 dendrimers have more available amino terminal 
functional groups able to bind AgNPs when compared with the G1 

dendrimers. Moreover, it was found that the number of deposited 
layers plays a key role in the morphology and roughness of the 
multilayered films. Similarly, Mendonça and co-workers developed 
multilayered films comprising G1, 3 or 5 DAB-Am dendrimers and 
PAZO and observed that the amount of PAZO adsorbed per bilayer 
was higher when a DAB-Am of higher generation was used.114 Kim 
and Bruening also studied the influence of the dendrimer generation 
and polymer molecular weight by developing LbL films encompassing 
G4 or G8 PAMAM dendrimers and PAA of 2 000 or 90 000 Da and 
observed that the multilayered film growth was much smaller while 
resorting to the lower dendrimer generation and PAA with molecular 
weight of 2 000.110 Furthermore, the multilayered films developed by 
Imae and co-workers, comprising SPANI and PAMAM, showed that 
the amount of SPANI absorbed per bilayer increased while increasing 
its concentration until a maximum of ~1 mM and then decreased.111 
As such, when a SPANI solution of high concentration (5 mM) was 
used, more PAMAM dendrimers absorbed in the previous layer were 
removed by the SPANI chains, leading to a decrease in the surface 
charge density and, therefore, less SPANI adsorbed. 

2.2 Hydrogen bonding 
Although the electrostatic interaction between oppositely charged 
building blocks is by far the most commonly employed driving force 
in the build-up of multilayered films, many other intermolecular 
interactions can be used, enabling the incorporation of uncharged 
materials within the LbL assemblies. Those interactions include 
hydrogen bonding,130,131 which is a feasible driving force to create 
multilayered films, provided that the building blocks to be assembled 
present moieties that can act as hydrogen bonding donors and 
acceptors.83,132 Hydrogen-bonded LbL films are prepared in a manner 
reminiscent of electrostatically-driven LbL films, i.e. by the alternate 
immersion of virtually any type of substrate in solutions of hydrogen 
donor and acceptor materials.132 Although the formation of 
hydrogen-bonded LbL films can be performed in aqueous solutions, 
which is highly desired when working with biological materials, it can 
also be attempted in organic solvents, thus enabling the 
incorporation of water-insoluble materials within the assembly 
process.130,131 

2.2.1 Hydrogen bonding-based single component films 
Dendrimers presenting carboxyl groups on its periphery, thus acting 
as hydrogen bonding donor, as well as hydrogen bonding acceptor 
have been used as film components. In this regard, Huo et al. 
reported the build-up of a single component hydrogen-bonded LbL 
assemblies (Fig. 7a) encompassing solely a carboxyl-terminated 
polyether dendrimer (DEN-COOH) (Fig. 7b), acting both as hydrogen 
bonding donor and hydrogen bonding acceptor.133 Although the 
dendrimer adsorption process was continuous and uniform during 
the production of the multilayered film, the infrared reflection and 
transmission spectra suggest that some rearrangements occurred in 
the dendrimers after their deposition on the substrate, which may 
facilitate the formation of hydrogen bonding for stabilizing the 
multilayers. Two years later, Sun et al. also demonstrated that single 
component multilayered assemblies can be prepared by self-
deposition of one or two generations of dendrimers.134 The authors 
developed single component multilayered films using either the first 
(Fig. 7c) or second (Fig. 7d) generation of poly(aryl ether) dendrimers 
with a diphenylanthracene core, and 8 or 16 carboxyl end groups, 
named [An(G1)4 and (An(G2)4], respectively. It was shown that even 
the An(G1)4 was able to provide enough hydrogen bonding pairs for 
the preparation of multilayered films. In both cases, the films 
presented granular morphology with roughness of 0.254 and 0.457 
nm, respectively. The difference in roughness was attributed to the 
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molecular structure of the dendrimers. This work demonstrated that 
the multilayered process can be performed using different 
generations of the same dendritic family (Fig. 7e). 

Fig. 7 (a) Schematic illustration of the LbL assembly process encompassing a 

single component dendrimer on a NH2-modified quartz substrate via 

hydrogen bonding. (b) The chemical structure of DEN-COOH. Reprinted from 

ref. 133 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) images of nine bilayers of (c) An(G1)4 and (d) An(G2)4 

assembled on a quartz substrate. The image size is 1.5 µm x 1.5 µm. (e) UV-

Vis absorption spectra of single component films by self-deposition of either 

An(G1)4 or An(G2)4 with similar characteristic absorption of 

diphenylanthracene in the range between 350-410 nm. Adapted from ref. 134 

with permission from the Elsevier. 

2.2.2 Effect of the hydrogen bonding donor 
architecture on the release rate and structure of 
multilayered assemblies 
A multilayered film relying on two different components was also 

reported by the alternate deposition of DEN-COOH (hydrogen 

bonding donor) and poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PVP) (hydrogen bonding 

acceptor) (Fig. 8a).130 Surprisingly, DEN-COOH was slowly released 

from PVP/DEN-COOH multilayered films when compared to the 

release rate of PAA from PVP/PAA multilayered films, in a basic 

solution.135 Those films exhibited different microporous morphology, 

which in turn prove that the molecular structure of a building block 

influences the behavior of multilayered films prepared by hydrogen 

bonding. However, it is important to bear in mind that those 

differences can also be the result of the different number of 

assembled layers. As can be seen from Fig. 8b, the immersion of 

PVP/DEN-COOH multilayered films for 10 min in a basic solution (pH 

= 12.5) led to a high and homogeneous surface coverage with 

granular structures, and no porous structure was observed. 

However, after the immersion for longer times (Fig. 8c-e), the 

PVP/DEN-COOH multilayered film revealed the formation of 

nanosized pores with a higher diameter and depth. More recently, 

Sun et al. developed multilayered films by the alternate deposition 

of mixed solutions of two carboxyl-ended poly(aryl ether) 

dendrimers [Por(G2)4 with porphyrin core and An(G2)4 with an 

diphenylanthracene core] and PVP.136 It is worth mentioning that the 

composition of the two dendrimers in the multilayered films can be 

adjusted by playing with their ratio in the mixed solution, which 

allows a precise control of the composition of the multilayered film.

 
Fig. 8 (a) Schematic drawing showing the growth of PVP/DEN-COOH 

multilayered films on a NH2-modified quartz substrate based on hydrogen 

bonding: adsorption of (I) PVP and (II) DEN-COOH. AFM images of a 

(PVP/DEN-COOH)14 multilayered film deposited onto a quartz substate after 

immersion in a basic solution for (b) 10, (c) 30, (d) 60 and (e) 180 min. Adapted 

from ref. 130 with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

 

2.2.3 Influence of solution pH 
Weak poly(carboxylic acid)s, such as poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) 
and PAA, are often employed as hydrogen bonding donors to 
construct hydrogen bonding-based LbL films by combining them with 
hydrogen bonding acceptor polymers, such as PAMAM-COOH.137  LbL 
films encompassing PMAA and PAMAM-COOH were successfully 
prepared by combining electrostatic interactions and hydrogen 
bonding, in acidic media (pH 4).138 Although the main interaction 
responsible for the successful deposition of these films at pH 4 (Fig. 
9a) is hydrogen bonding, the films decomposed in strongly acidic (pH 
2) (Fig. 9b) and neutral pH (Fig. 9a). The decomposition of LbL films 
at pH 2 is unexpected because even at this pH the hydrogen bonding 
should be formed, which confirms that besides the hydrogen 
bonding, electrostatic interactions play a key role in the development 
of PMAA/PAMAM-COOH multilayered films. The tertiary amines in 
PAMAM have a pKa of 6.3, and consequently at pH 4, they are 
positively charged, which aids PMAA in binding to PAMAM-COOH. In 
contrast, at pH 2, PMAA is completely protonated, so without 
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electrostatic affinity to the dendrimer. On the other hand, at pH 7, a 
large fraction of carboxylate groups in PMAA and PAMAM 
dendrimers are negatively charged and, thus, no complex formation 
has been observed. Therefore, PMAA/PAMAM-COOH films are 
stable only when hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions 
are simultaneously available. Thus, the pH-sensitive nature of LbL 
films based on hydrogen bonding is highly useful for the 
development of pH-triggered delivery systems. 

Fig. 9 (a) QCM data for the creation of a (PMAA/PAMAM-COOH)5 

multilayered film at pH 4 and its decomposition at pH 7. The quartz resonator 

was exposed to (a) PEI, (b) PMAA, (c) PAMAM-COOH solutions and (d) 50 mM 

phosphate buffer, pH 7. (b) QCM response for the decomposition of a 

(PMAA/PAMAM-COOH)5 multilayered film in strong acidic conditions. 

Adapted from ref. 138 with permission from the Elsevier. 

In another interesting contribution, Park et al. reported the 
preparation of multilayered films enclosing block copolymer micelles 
derived from amphiphilic poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)-block-poly(ε-
caprolactone) (PetOz-PCL) and PAMAM-COOH at pH 3 via hydrogen 
bonding.139 The PEtOZ outer shell of the micelle afforded the pH-
responsive hydrogen bonding sites to the PAMAM-COOH. It was 
observed that, after the immersion in an aqueous solution at pH 3, 
the multilayered film showed densely packed micelles. On the other 
hand, the dipping of such films in an aqueous solution at pH ≥5.6 
revealed that the multilayered film was removed in a reversible 
manner since the hydrogen bonding between the PEtOZ shell of the 
PEtOZ-PCL micelle and the PAMAM end groups was vanished. 
Moreover, PEtOz-PCL micelle was loaded with a dye (disperse red 1), 
showcasing that most of the micelles were released from the 
multilayered film after 1 min of immersion in an aqueous solution at 
pH 5.6. Such pH-sensitive behavior turns the multilayered films into 
very appealing carrier vehicles to control the encapsulation and 
release of the drugs in different pH environments.  

2.3 Covalent bonding 
The use of covalent bonds to assemble LbL films provides a mean to 
enhance the stability and strength of the multilayered structure. 
Covalent bonding provides flexibility in the selection of molecules, 
where moderately charged or even uncharged molecules can be 
employed within the multilayered structure, allowing the 
development of multifunctional assemblies.83,140 Although covalent-
based multilayers are remarkably stable and have been investigated 
in a high number of applications, this approach requires chemical 
affinity between the molecules to be adsorbed, which limits their 
choice.141 Moreover, if one envisions the preparation of stimuli-
responsive and dynamic multilayers, the covalent-based systems are 
not generally appropriate due to their irreversibility. 
The preparation of covalent-based polymeric assemblies was firstly 
proposed by  Crooks and co-workers, who reported the LbL assembly 

of multilayered thin films through the alternate deposition of 
poly(maleic anhydride)-c-poly(methyl vinyl ether) (Gantrez) and 
amine-, hydroxyl-terminated PAMAM or amine-terminated PPI 
dendrimers, resulting in a densely functionalized and organized 
film.142,143 The current resulting from multilayered films 
encompassing hydroxyl-terminated PAMAM-coated electrode was 
larger when compared with the response of composite films 
comprising amine-terminated PAMAM and PPI dendrimers. 
Moreover, it was shown that films composed of amine-terminated 
dendrimers revealed a pH-dependent behavior as the result of the 
internal film morphology owing to the different linking chemistry and 
their amphoteric character once they simultaneous present amine 
and carboxylic groups, which were derived from the unreacted 
primary and tertiary amine groups of dendrimers, and amic acid 
groups resulting from Gantrez linking, respectively. Besides, the 
effect of the thermal treatment was also assessed, showcasing that 
the heating causes changes in the functional groups’ composition, 
and decreases the film thickness. In the case of films comprising 
Gantrez and amine-terminated PAMAM, the heating led to a 
decrease in the amide band intensity and the emergence of two 
imide peaks at 1710 and 1722 cm. Similarly, films incorporating 
Gantrez and amine-terminated PPI showed the disappearance of the 
amide peaks and the appearance of two new bands typical of imides. 
In which concerns to the thermal treatment of the films developed 
with Gantrez and hydroxyl-terminated PAMAM, the authors denoted 
the formation of two imide bands, which increase in intensity with 
increasing the heating time. The authors hypothesized that the imide 
groups were formed between the amic acid groups derived from the 
reaction of Gantrez with NH2-modified surface and the amine end 
groups in the dendrimers. This methodology is a novel approach for 
the preparation of thin films, where the coupling of a reactive surface 
to a polyfunctional polymer leads to a covalently attached reactive 
brush, that in turn allows the preparation of a multilayered structure 
through the incorporation of a reactive dendrimer substrate. 
PAMAM or ferrocenyl-tethered dendrimers and an aldehyde-
enzyme were also used for the fabrication of LbL films driven by 
covalent bonding.144 In this regard, the hydroxyl groups in the surface 
of glucose oxidase (GOx) were oxidized, by periodate, into aldehyde 
groups and then reacted with the amine groups on an Au electrode 
surface through a Schiff base reaction. The remaining aldehyde 
groups of GOx reacted with amino groups on PAMAM dendrimers or 
ferrocenyl-tethered dendrimers (Fig. 10), resulting in a well-ordered 
and stable multilayered film on the Au electrode surface. 

Fig. 10 Illustrative scheme of the preparation of multilayered films based on 

the adsorption of an aldehyde-enzyme mediated Schiff base reaction onto a 

flat solid substrate.  Reprinted from ref. 144 with permission from the 

American Chemical Society. 

LbL films composed of PAMAM-COOH and nitro-containing 
diazoresin (NDR) were submitted to UV irradiation (Fig. 11a) for 
different times (Fig. 11b) in order to change the linkage between the 
multilayers from ionic to covalent, which improves considerably the 
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robustness and stability of the films.145,146 It was shown by AFM 
measurements that the (PAMAM-COOH/NDR)4 multilayered film 
was rather flat, with a mean roughness of only 1.4 nm, confirming 
the successful formation of a uniform multilayered film 
encompassing PAMAM-COOH and NDR. In contrast, prior to UV 
irradiation, the molecules were compressed in the films due to the 
strong ionic interactions between PAMAM-COOH and NDR, and the 
soft nature of dendrimer architecture. Similarly, multilayered films 
encompassing Ag-dendrimer nanoclusters and DR were developed 
(Fig. 11c), denoting better electric conductivity when compared to 
the LbL films without Ag nanoclusters.147 Besides, AFM 
measurements disclosed that, prior to the UV irradiation, the LbL 
films were destroyed after 1 h of etching (Fig. 11d) whereas the 
irradiated film showed good resistance to the same process (Fig. 
11e).  
In 2001, Sharpless and co-workers introduced the concept of click 
chemistry in an effort to focus on the easy production of properties 
rather than challenging structures.148 The idea was to confine the 
whole range of chemical transformations to a set of reactions with a 
high thermodynamic driving force, allowing the efficient and easy 
transformation of “spring-loaded” starting materials into new 
structures with useful properties.149 The impact of click chemistry has 
been significant in polymer synthesis, an area where reaction 
efficiency and product purity are significantly challenged.150 Among 
the click reactions, the copper(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne 
cycloaddition (CuAAC) has emerged as the archetypal example owing 
to its high orthogonality, and reactivity and regioselectivity, leading 
exclusively to 1,4-disubstituted 1,2,3-triazoles.151,152 Li et al. reported 
the preparation of hybrid multilayered films encompassing an azide-
functionalized poly(4-vinyl benzaldehyde) (P(VBA-AA)) and alkyne-
functionalized polyphenylene dendrimer-capped AuNPs (G2SH-
AuNPs).153 It was found that the deposition process is linearly 
dependent on the number of bilayers, which was confirmed by the 
absorption peak at 260 nm, corresponding to the complex formation 
between Au and the carboxyl group. The multilayered film can be 
potentially applied as vapor-sorption and electrical chemiresistors 
for the 3D structure of polyphenylene dendrimers. 

Fig. 11 (a) Development of LbL films composed of PAMAM-COOH and NDR, 

and conversion of the interlayer linkage bonds from ionic to covalent upon 

UV irradiation. (b) UV-Vis absorption spectra of a (PAMAM-COOH/NDR)12 

multilayered film irradiated during (top to bottom) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 20 and 

30 min. The inset figure shows the photodecomposition of the film, where A0 

and At represent the absorbance of the film before and after UV irradiation at 

different times, respectively. Adapted from ref. 146 with permission from the 

Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) UV-Vis absorption spectra of a Ag-PAMAM-

COOH/DR multilayered film (a) before and (b) after UV irradiation. The inset 

shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the multilayered film without Ag 

nanoclusters. AFM images of a Ag-PAMAM-COOH/DR multilayered film (d) 

before and (e) after UV irradiation. Adapted from ref. 147 with permission 

from the Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 

These results emphasize the potential of the covalent bonding-based 
LbL assembly via CuAAC for preparing uniform polymer/NP hybrid 
thin films with controlled thickness. Moreover, this is an attractive 
strategy to develop multilayered assemblies with noncharged 
polymers and NPs.  
Furthermore, the covalent bonding driven LbL assembly affords cell 
surface engineering. Gattás-Asfura et al.  reported the efficient 
preparation of conformal and covalently stabilized nanocoatings on 
pancreatic islets by functionalizing them with oppositely charged 
hyperbranched alginate (ALG) biopolymer and PAMAM dendrimer 
enclosing complementary Staudinger ligation groups (another click 
reaction), respectively azide groups and methyl-2-
(diphenylphosphino)terephthalate (Fig. 12).154,155 The 
functionalization of the PAMAM dendrimer with triethoxysilane 
reduced the dendrimer charge density and triggered its self-
assembly capability during the layer formation, further enabling the 
stable covalent-based LbL nanoencapsulated islets to maintain high 
cell viability and functionality, lack foreign body responses, and 
enable stable normoglycemia after implantation in diabetic mice. 
Such conformal and stable covalent-based LbL nanocoatings have 
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the ability to bioorthogonally tether supplemental agents to the 
surface, including proteins, via Staudinger ligation chemistry offering 
the possibility to modulate the implant microenvironment and be 
used in the immunoprotection of islets for the treatment of diabetes. 

Fig. 12 (a) Schematic representation of the LbL assembly process comprising 
alternating layers of functionalized PAMAM and ALG assembled on islets via 
covalent bonding. (b) Confocal laser scanning microcopy (CLSM) images of live 
(green) and dead (red) staining on (a) uncoated (control) and (b) coated islets. 
Z-stack projection confocal images of layer formation on pancreatic islets, 
building from (c) three and (d) four alternating layers of functionalized 
PAMAM and ALG. Whole mount immunohistochemistry imaging of insulin 
(green), f-actin (red), and nuclei (blue) (c) uncoated control and (d) four-layer 
coated islets. Scale bar = 50 μm. (e) Dynamic glucose stimulated insulin 
release for uncoated control (red) and four-layer coated (blue) islets. Adapted 
from ref. 155 with permission from the American Chemical Society. 
 
In conclusion, covalent-based LbL assembly is a powerful and 
efficient approach to construct highly stable, well-ordered and 
robust ultrathin multilayered films and nanocomposites with 
structural precision and flexible design, thus demonstrating its 
potential to tailor the film properties by the careful selection of its 
components. 
 

2.4 Coordination chemistry interactions 
Coordination chemistry are strong intermolecular interactions 
established between a wide selection of organic ligands and 
transition metal ions, enabling the design and preparation of novel, 
well-ordered, and highly oriented LbL assemblies. This approach 
allows controlling the surface structure at the molecular level via the 
synthesis of deliberately designed ligands.83,156 
Despite the great interest in combining dendritic growth on surfaces 
with coordination chemistry, there are only a few studies in the 
literature that report the formation of multilayered thin films by 
exploiting the coordination of metal ions to dendrimers. Watanabe 
and Regen developed LbL films consisting of PAMAM dendrimers and 
Pt2+ via LbL assembly driven by coordination chemistry (Fig. 13).65 
They hypothesized that by resorting to appropriately-size 
dendrimers, attractive gels could be developed and applied to 
fabricate catalysts or as a basis for optical filters and devices. Blasini 
and co-workers prepared multilayered films encompassing terpyridyl 
-pendant PAMAM dendrimers and Co2+ onto a silicon oxide (SiO2) 

surface and demonstrated that the coordination between the 
dendrimers and Co2+ ions is strong, conducting to a compression or 
deformation of the film with decreased height of the dendrimer.157 
Furthermore, metal ions have been also successfully employed to 

fabricate multilayered films encompassing peptide dendrimers on Au 
surfaces functionalized with 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid. In this 
regard, Appoh and Kraatz observed that metal ions prefer to 
coordinate to the carboxylic acid residues when compared to the 
peptide backbone.156 The good compatibility of those films could 
arouse much interest for the design of NPs for nanomedicine. 
 

Fig. 13 Schematic representation of the LbL assembly process for the 

alternate adsorption of dendrimers and metal ions onto a modified Au 

substrate via coordination chemistry. Reprinted from ref. 156 with permission 

from the Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 

2.5 Host-guest interactions 
LbL films can also be created using highly selective and specific host-
guest interactions, by exploring the strong interactions between host 
(e.g., cyclodextrins, calixarenes, crown ethers, porphyrins) and guest 
(e.g., ferrocene, adamantane, azobenzene) molecules.83,158 Huskens 
and co-workers reported the build-up of organic/inorganic hybrid 
multilayered films with controlled thickness based on selective host-
guest interactions between host cyclodextrins-modified AuNPs (CD-
AuNPs) and guest adamantyl-functionalized PPI dendrimers (Fig. 
14a).159 CD-AuNPs and PAMAM or PPI dendrimers decorated with 
ferrocenes can also be used to create thin films that take advantage 
of the superior features of dendrimers and the function of metals 
(Fig. 14b).160 In both cases, the multilayers were deposited onto CD 
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on Au or SiO2 surfaces and, the 
multivalent host-guest interactions between the dendrimer end 
groups and the CD-AuNPs, led to the formation of well-defined and 
stable surface patterns by “supramolecular microcontact printing” 
(Fig. 14c,d).  
Furthermore, Huskens and co-workers developed patterned LbL 
assemblies on the CD SAMs by nanotransfer printing (nTP) and 
nanoimprint lithography (NIL) once the LbL assembly was prevented 
on chemically patterned SAMs by microcontact printing or NIL owing 
to the low specificity of the adsorption of the dendrimer.161 The 
differences in thickness of the LbL films produced by nTP or NIL 
approaches were attributed to rinsing or remove procedures, as well 
as to the differences in wetting. Overall, the preparation of 
organic/inorganic hybrid multilayered films based on multivalent 
host-guest interactions between host-modified AuNPs and dendritic 
guest molecules was successfully reported. Furthermore, the z 
control when combined with top-down surface patterning methods, 
such as soft lithography, for x, y control, allows the creation of 3D 
supramolecular multilayered assemblies. As such, these films are 
very appealing in the fabrication of electronic and optical devices, in 
which the structural design at the nanometer scale level leads to 
superior performance and new functionalities. 
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Fig. 14 (a) Schematic illustration of the LbL assembly process comprising 

alternating layers of adamantyl-functionalized PPI dendrimer and CD-AuNPs 

onto CD SAMs via host-guest interactions. Adapted from ref. 159 with 

permission from the American Chemical Society. (b) G2 PPI dendrimer with 

ferrocene end groups complexed with CD. Adapted from ref. 160 with 

permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. AFM images of (c) one bilayer 

and (d) four bilayers composed of adamantyl-functionalized PPI dendrimer 

and CD-AuNPs deposited onto a CD SAM. The image size in (c) is 20 nm x 1.2 

µm and in (d) is 10 nm x 1.2 µm. Adapted from ref. 159 with permission from 

the American Chemical Society. 

2.6 Biologically specific interactions 
Biologically specific interactions can also be used to create 
multilayered films. These intermolecular interactions encompass a 
broad range of interactions, such as electrostatic and hydrophobic 
interactions, and hydrogen bonding, enabling high specificity and 
functionality to the target molecules.83 Biological specific 
interactions include avidin-biotin,162 antibody-antigen,163 lectin-
carbohydrate interactions,164 and DNA hybridization.165 

2.6.1 Avidin-biotin interactions to build-up 
multilayered systems 
LbL films prepared by the alternate deposition of fluorescein 
isothiocyanate (FITC)-avidin and biotin-labeled PAMAM dendrimers 
have been reported by Anzai et al. who demonstrated that one 
monolayer of avidin (tetrameric protein) is adsorbed per each 
PAMAM layer (Fig. 15a).166 In contrast, multilayered films developed 
with linear and branched polymeric chains, such as PAA and PEI, 

respectively, showed that for each layer of PAA (Fig. 15b) or PEI (Fig. 
15c), multilayers of avidin are deposited. These results can be 
explained by the globular molecular geometry exhibited by PAMAM 
when compared with the branched structure denoted by PEI. 
Moreover, it was found that the films did not form when they were 
assembled with biotin-free polymers, thus corroborating that the 
binding between avidin and biotin is key for the formation of the 
multilayered films. 
 

Fig. 15 Possible structure of multilayered films composed of (a) FITC-

avidin/biotin-PAMAM, (b) FITC-avidin/biotin-PAA and (c) FITC-avidin/biotin-

PEI. Reprinted from ref. 166 with permission from the American Chemical 

Society. 

The authors also studied the effect of the concentration of the 
materials in the preparation of FITC-avidin/biotin-poly(amine)s films. 
It was seen that, in the case of the FITC-avidin/biotin-PEI films, the 
PEI can accommodate FITC-avidin molecules either inside or on the 
surface of the biotin-PEI layer, providing a disheveled multilayered 
surface, where the loading of FITC-avidin depends on its 
concentration in the solution. The deposition with a solution of 100 
µg/mL led to the formation of 5-6 layers of FITC-avidin on the slide 
upon each deposition whereas a solution of 10 µg/mL enabled nearly 
monomolecular deposition of FITC-avidin. Multilayered films 
comprising biotin-PAA showed a similar behavior but with a lower 
loading of FITC-avidin when compared to the FITC-avidin/biotin-PEI 
films. Interestingly, the authors observed that the loading of FITC-
avidin in the FITC-avidin/biotin-PAMAM films was slightly dependent 
on the concentration of FITC-avidin in solution, which led to a nearly 
monomolecular layer of FITC-avidin absorbed upon each deposition 
step, confirming that the driving force is the avidin/biotin 
complexation. The different behavior was attributed to the 
molecular architecture of the polymers. Besides, the adsorption of 
FITC-avidin is faster in biotin-PAMAM than in biotin-PEI films. In fact, 
just 10 min are needed for the complete adsorption of FITC-avidin 
onto a biotin-PAMAM layer whereas 60 min are needed for the 
adsorption onto biotin-PEI. The faster adsorption of avidin onto 
biotin-PAMAM is due to the globular architecture of PAMAM, 
providing increasing accessibility sites for the adsorption of avidin 
and formation of avidin-biotin complexes. Moreover, PEI has a higher 
positive surface charge density than PAMAM and once the FITC-
avidin is also positively charged under the experimental conditions, 
the electrostatic repulsion between biotin-PEI and FITC-avidin led to 
a lower adsorption rate than in the case of biotin-PAMAM films. As 
such, a judicious choice of the polymeric materials allows the 
regulation of the loading of the biomaterials in multilayered films 
driven by biological specific interactions. Moreover, the functionality 
of those films can be improved using modified avidin residues, 
namely avidin-enzyme and avidin-antibody conjugates or 
poly(amine)s containing biotin and other functional groups in their 
side chains which allow the development of functional films with a 
controlled density of functional groups. 
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2.6.2 DNA hybridization to assemble and growth 
multilayered assemblies 
DNA has aroused much interest due to its high biocompatibility and 

biodegradability and, as such, many systems enclosing DNA have 

been developed for addressing applications in the biomedical and 

biological fields, including diagnostics, therapeutics and biosensing. 

Although the preparation of LbL assemblies incorporating DNA have 

been predominantly accomplished via electrostatic interactions, 

owing to its negative charge, DNA can also be incorporated in LbL 

systems by resorting to biologically specific interactions, including 

DNA hybridization that allow the assembly of species with the same 

charge. In this regard, Feng et al. reported the DNA hybridization 

driven encapsulation of a dye molecule (Cy5) into multilayered 

microcapsules with shells composed of alternating layers of 

phosphorous dendrimers and PSS.167,168 The hybridized double 

stranded DNA can be further dehybridized by applying an external 

stimulus, such as SDS or sodium phosphate (NaHPO4) which would 

allow to control the release of Cy5. Therefore, this approach would 

be useful for the encapsulation of low molecular weight molecules 

that are difficult to encapsulate by other methods due to their easy 

diffusion through the capsule’s shells. Moreover, the encapsulation 

of molecules into well-defined dendrimer-based capsules is possible 

without adjusting parameters, such as shell permeability by solvents, 

chemical oxidation, ionic strength or pH, which considerably improve 

the probability of destroying the shell or denature encapsulated 

biomolecules. 
The construction of supramolecular multilayered assemblies by 

resorting to biologically specific interactions enables the 

incorporation of a wide array of materials, resulting in films with 

enhanced stability and orientation. These films denote great 

potential for being applied in the fabrication of biosensors, as well as 

in diagnostics and molecular biology. 

3. Bioapplications of dendrimer-containing LbL 

assemblies 
The supramolecular dendrimer-containing LbL assemblies offer an 
enhanced control over the multilayer composition, structure, 
properties and functions in comparison to the conventional linear 
polymer-based LbL systems due to the well-defined hyperbranched 
and globular architecture, high surface area, and tunable nanosize, 
molecular weight, chemical composition and surface functionality of 
dendrimers. As such, dendritic-based LbL architectures have aroused 
much interest in a wide variety of biological and biomedical 
applications, including in biosensing, bioimaging, drug/therapeutics 
delivery, and gene therapy. 
 
 

3.1 Biosensing 
Monitoring biological and biochemical processes is essential when 
aiming for biological and biomedical applications. In fact, the 
development of highly sensitive, specific, and cost-effective 
biosensors contributes to the creation of an accurate diagnosis and 
personalized medicine. Nowadays, sensors allow the detection of not 
only the more traditional class of biomarkers (e.g., nucleic acids, 
proteins) but also metabolites and pathogens, thus increasing the 

range of available techniques for an individual’s diagnosis.169 
Biosensors are usually developed using electrodes or transducers 
coupled with biorecognition elements, such as enzymes, antibodies, 
DNA or aptamers. Moreover, the immobilization of proteins on the 
surface of transducers without losing their biological activity is a key 
issue while designing biosensors. As such, LbL films enclosing 
proteins have been widely studied to improve the recognition and 
transducer processes in biosensors.170,171 
Dendrimers have been used in the preparation of biosensors by three 
main strategies: 1) producing surface monolayers as scaffolds for the 
immobilization of proteins, 2) creating LbL films comprising 
dendrimers and proteins and, 3) encapsulating or covalent binding 
metal NPs and electron transfer mediators. In fact, dendrimers have 
been used to modify the surface of electrodes with monolayer films, 
on which proteins are further immobilized. For instance, biosensors 
encompassing monolayers of PAMAM dendrimers on the surface of 
Au or Ag substrates further modified with proteins or single-stranded 
DNA have been reported.172,173 
Furthermore, multilayered films composed of dendrimers and 
enzymes have also been proposed for biosensing. In this regard, 
multilayered films encompassing PAMAM and GOx were developed 
via electrostatic interactions and it was observed that, after the 
assembly of two bilayers, the further deposition of GOx layers did not 
improve the response of the glucose biosensors (Fig. 16a).174 
Similarly, LbL films comprising PAMAM layers covalently coupled to 
GOx via a Schiff base linkage on the surface of Au electrodes showed 
that the response of glucose biosensors increased while increasing 
the number of GOx/PAMAM bilayers up to 5 (Fig. 16b), confirming 
that the catalytic activity was maintained in the LbL film.175 These 
results indicated that the design of glucose biosensors through 
covalent bonding driven GOx/PAMAM LbL films is stronger than 
similar films assembled by electrostatic interactions. 

Fig. 16 (a) Catalytic current response as a function of the cycle number in 

multilayered films comprising PAMAM and GOx on Au surfaces via 

electrostatic interactions. Adapted from ref. 174 with permission from the 

Elsevier. (b) Evolution of the ellipsometric thickness of the GOx/PAMAM 

multilayers assembled on Au surfaces via covalent bonding as a function of 

the number of layers. Open circles show the thickness of GOx-terminated 

multilayers. Reprinted from ref. 175 with permission from the American 

Chemical Society. 

Heme proteins, including hemoglobin (Hb), myoglobin (Mb), and 
catalase (Cat) have been also used to create electrostatically-driven 
multilayered films with PAMAM dendrimers on an array of solid 
surfaces.176 In this regard, PAMAM/protein multilayered films were 
developed and exploited as enhanced systems to catalyze substrates 
with biological and/or environmental significance. PAMAM/Hb and 
PAMAM/Mb multilayered films showed better stability than 
PAMAM/Cat films, without significant decrease of the peak current. 
PAMAM/Cat multilayered films disclosed a decreased of c.a. 20% 
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compared to the initial peak current value. The decrease in the 
reduction overpotential together with the good stability and 
sensitivity of the LbL films suggest their usefulness as 
electrochemical biosensors or bioreactors without the need of 
mediators, in which the electrochemical and electrocatalytic activity 
can be regulated by adjusting the thickness of the films. 
Metal NPs-encapsulating dendrimers have been also successfully and 
intensively employed to create sensitive enzyme-containing LbL films 
for biosensing. For example, PPI-Au nanoclusters were successfully 
assembled with Mb into PPI-Au/Mb LbL films on the surface of 
graphite electrodes and showed better electrochemical properties 
and catalytic activity than similar PPI/Mb and PAMAM/Mb LbL films 
due to the good conductivity assigned to the AuNPs, which play a key 
role in the electron transfer of Mb in the LbL films.177 Almost at the 
same time, Li and co-workers developed a glucose biosensor through 
the LbL alternating deposition of platinum NPs (PtNPs)-encapsulating 
PAMAM dendrimer and oppositely charged GOx on Pt electrodes and 
showed that the response of the biosensor was significantly 
enhanced in the presence of the PtNPs, indicating that these 
procedures can be useful for creating efficient microelectrodes.178 
Moreover, an electroanalytical glucose biosensor was also 
developed through a polypyrrole (PPy) film doped with PAMAM 
dendrimers-encapsulating PtNPs (Pt-PAMAM-PPy) and GOx, aiming 
for triggering the electrocatalytic oxidation of glucose.179 The 
resulting film showed good stability with improved electrocatalytic 
activity, thus suggesting that glucose can easily permeate porous 
composite films. 
Besides, LbL films composed of dendrimers have been also applied 
as gate materials for field effect transistor biosensors. Siqueira et al. 
reported the preparation of multilayered films encompassing 
PAMAM and carboxylate single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT), 
further modified by the immobilization of penicillinase on the top of 
the film surface for producing penicillin biosensors (Fig. 17a).170,180 
The LbL films showed to be highly porous due to the interpenetration 
of SWNTs into the dendrimer layers. Moreover, a good sensitivity to 
pH (Fig. 17b,c) and biosensing ability towards penicillin was shown 
by an electrolyte-insulator-semiconductor (EIS) structure modified 
with carbon nanotubes (EIS-NT)-penicillinase biosensor. 

 
Fig. 17 (a) Oversimplified representation of the structure, operation principle 
and chemical reaction of the penicillin biosensor based on an EIS structure 
functionalized with multilayered films encompassing PAMAM and SWNT. (b) 
Capacitance-voltage curves and (c) constant-capacitance response at 

different pH values for an EIS-NT sensor. Adapted from ref. 180 with 
permission from the Elsevier. 

 
As such, there is no doubt about the potential of dendrimer-derived 
LbL assemblies for biosensing. Despite the different mechanisms 
involved in the development of biosensor-based LbL films, those 
enclosing metal NPs-encapsulating dendrimers showed to be 
promising owing to their better electrocatalytic properties and 
stability, thus suggesting their potential use as efficient electrodes. 
Therefore, a careful selection of the methodology and building blocks 
to be used enables the design of multilayered films able to be applied 
in various analytical applications in the biotechnology field. 
Furthermore, an important tool in biomedicine is bioimaging. The 
first in vivo applications of dendrimers were as macromolecular 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents.5,181 In this 
regard, the incorporation of dendrimers in multilayered films has 
aroused much attention in biomedicine, in particular, in the field of 
diagnostics. For instance, iron oxide (Fe3O4) NPs functionalized with 
LbL films have been prepared for targeting and imaging of cancer 
cells. For this purpose, Fe3O4 nanoparticles were coated with PSS and 
folic acid (FA)- and FITC-tagged PAMAM dendrimer layers via 
electrostatic interactions, followed by an acetylation reaction to 
neutralize the still present amine groups on the surface of the 
dendrimers.182 The authors showed that Fe3O4/PSS/G5-NHAc-FITC-
FA NPs can target FA receptors that are overexpressed in the surface 
of cancer cells (Fig. 18). 

Fig. 18 CLSM images of KB-KFAR cells treated with (a) phosphate buffered 

saline, (b) Fe3O4/PSS/G5-NHAC-FITC NPs and (c) Fe3O4/PSS/G5-NHAC-FITC-

FA NPs. The nucleus of cells was stained in blue with Hoescht 33342. The 

green color was originated from the FITC-conjugated dendrimers. Reprinted 

from ref. 182 with permission from the Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 

As such, this study describes a striking methodology for creating 
various nanosized imaging agents for biosensing and therapeutic 
applications, since these type of materials have ability to be 
specifically located in tumors via enhanced permeation and 
retention effect that in turn allow an enhanced imaging sensitivity 
and specificity.183,184 
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3.2 Drug/therapeutics delivery 
The design of smart modular platforms that could promote the 

efficient encapsulation, protection, transport, and orchestrated 

intracellularly controlled and sustained release of bioactive agents 

would represent a hallmark in advanced therapeutic systems. In 

particular, the unique features of dendrimers,185 and the high 

versatility of LbL assemblies104 have contributed to the development 

of novel surface-mediated drug delivery systems. Dendrimer-

containing multilayered films provide enhanced binding sites to 

drugs via the internal cavities of dendrimers and their terminal 

functional groups, as well as those of the multilayered film. 

Moreover, their integration with stimulus-sensitive materials has 

gathered considerable attention in the development of controlled 

drug delivery systems. To achieve this goal, LbL films sensitive to 

pH,186,187 salts,188 temperature,189,190 sugars,191,192 and electrical 

signals193–195 have been widely exploited. For instance, Sato and 

Anzai created sugar-sensitive multilayered films enclosing poly(vinyl 

alcohol) (PVA) and phenylboronic acid-bearing PAMAM dendrimer 

(PBA-PAMAM) via boronate ester chemistry between the boronic 

acid moiety in PBA-PAMAM and the 1,3-diol units in PVA.196 These 

LbL films were used as a sacrificial layer for preparing free-standing 

multilayered membranes composed of PSS and poly(allylamine 

hydrochloride) (PAH) (Fig. 19). The authors demonstrated that 

external stimulus, including pH changes, salts and sugar induced the 

release of the free-standing PSS/PAH multilayered membranes from 

PVA/PBA-PAMAM/PSS/PAH films showcasing the highest release 

rate in the presence of solutions of higher sorbitol concentrations (5-

15 mM), pH 9 and lower NaCl concentrations (150 mM). As such, this 

is certainly a useful approach for developing free-standing 

multilayered membranes enclosing pH-sensitive materials, including 

proteins. 

Fig. 19 (a) Schematic drawing showing the development of (PVA/PBA-

PAMAM)5/(PSS/PAH)15 multilayered films (top) and sorbitol-induced release 

of the PSS/PAH film from the substrate (bottom). (b) Photograph of a released 

(PSS/PAH)15 film. Adapted from ref. 196 with permission from the Elsevier. 

Similar multilayered films, responsive to pH and sugar, have been 
reported. Those include PVA/4-PBA-PAMAM multilayered 
assemblies, which decompose in response to glucose or fructose at 
pH 7.4 and 9,197 and alginic acid/PBA-PAMAM multilayered films, 
which disassemble when exposed to 5-30 mM fructose at pH 7.5.121 
Moreover, multilayered films encompassing GOx and PBA-PAMAM 
were found to be stable in pH 8.5, while decomposing in neutral and 
acidic media due to the cleavage of the boronate ester bond.198 Suwa 
et al. reported that such films also decomposed in the presence of 

glucose owing to the oxidative scission of the carbon-boron bond in 
the PBA residues of PBA-PAMAM by enzymatic production of 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Anzai and co-workers developed later 
PBA-PAMAM/PVA multilayered films showcasing their stability at pH 
9 and decomposition after the addition of H2O2 (Fig. 20a).199 In fact, 
the exposure of the films to 0.5 and 1 mM H2O2 during 30 min 
triggered the release of 75% and 90% of the PBA-PAMAM from the 
(PBA-PAMAM/PVA)10 films (Fig. 20b). Thus, PBA-PAMAM/PVA films 
containing GOx enzymatically produced H2O2 after being exposed to 
1 mM glucose aqueous solution at pH 7.4 (Fig. 20c). Therefore, those 
multilayered assemblies show great promise for being used in 
drug/therapeutics delivery in response to reactive oxygen species 
and oxidative stress. 

Fig. 20 (a) Schematic illustration of the H2O2-induced release of PBA-

PAMAM from PBA-PAMAM/PVA multilayered films. (b) UV-Vis 

absorption spectra of a (PBA-PAMAM/PVA)10 multilayered film before 

(blue) and after (red) exposure to 1 mM H2O2 in pH 9 for 30 min. (c) PBA-

PAMAM release profile of (a) (PAH/GOx)3(PBA-PAMAM/PVA)10, (b) 

(PAH/GOx)2(PBA-PAMAM/PVA)10, (c) (PAH/GOx)1(PBA-PAMAM/PVA)10 

and (d) (PBA-PAMAM/PVA)10 multilayered films in the presence of an 1 

mM glucose aqueous solution. Adapted from ref. 199 with permission 

from the Springer Nature. 

As aforementioned, hydrogen-bonded driven LbL films are usually 
pH-sensitive and decompose in strongly acidic and neutral pH. In this 
regard, PAMAM-COOH/PMAA films demonstrated to be sensitive to 
pH changes and decomposed upon exposition to buffer solutions at 
pH 2 and 7.138 As such, these films have been used to load model 
dyes, such as Rose Bengal and sulfonated tetraphenylporphyrin, 
where the release is precisely controlled by pH changes. Besides, the 
construction of electrostatic-driven multilayered films composed of 
a negatively charged carboxylated Fréchet-type poly(aryl ether) 
dendronized polymer (denpol) loaded with water-insoluble pyrene 
dye and oppositely charged PDDA has been reported (Fig. 21a). It was 
shown that the release of pyrene from the multilayered films can be 
tuned by adjusting the ionic strength of the immersing solutions (Fig. 
21b).200 Moreover, it was shown that the pH of the polyelectrolyte 
solution influences the surface morphology and roughness of the 
dendrimer layer in the resulting films (Fig. 21c,d). Interestingly, the 
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authors found that the amount of pyrene released from the 
multilayered films can be reloaded by dipping the pyrene-released 
film into a saturated pyrene aqueous solution, disclosing the 
potential of the multilayered films for on-demand encapsulation and 
targeted release. 

Fig. 21 (a) Schematic illustration of the build-up of electrostatic-driven 

multilayered films comprising pyrene-loaded dendronized polymer and PDDA 

multilayers. (b) Effect of the ionic strength on the pyrene release kinetics from 

(PDDA/denpol)10 multilayered films. AFM images of the outmost denpol layer 

in (PDDA/denpol)10 LbL films with PDDA and denpol at (c) pH 6 and (d) pH 8. 

The scale bar is 500 nm x 500 nm. b-d: Adapted from ref. 200 with permission 

from the Elsevier. 

The development of assembling methodologies for simultaneously 
enabling the covalent crosslinking of the multilayers and embedding 
drug reservoirs for retarded drug release has raised much interest in 
the biomedical field. In this regard, Schi and co-workers have 
developed a strategy for combining covalent interlayer linkages and 
drug reservoirs with a model drug.201 For this purpose, LbL films 
composed of PAMAM-COOH dendrimers, serving as the drug 
reservoir, and PAH (Fig. 22a) were prepared. As expected, the 
immersion of the film in a sodium hydroxide (NaOH) aqueous 
solution at pH 12 for 30 min led to the almost complete disassembly 
of the PAMAM/PAH films (Fig. 22b) via deprotonation of the 
ammonium groups at PAH and fading of the attractive electrostatic 
attraction with the carboxyl groups in PAMAM. To improve the 
stability of the multilayers, a small bifunctional photoactive 
molecule, namely 4,40-diazostilbene-2,20-disulfonic acid disodium 
salt (DAS) was post-infiltrated in acidic conditions between the 
multilayers. This increased the protonation of PAH, thus contributing 
for improving the adsorption of DAS. The authors also observed that 
the infiltration process preserves the surface morphology of the 
layers, once that either before (Fig. 22c-a) or after DAS infiltration 
(Fig. 22c-b), as well as after UV irradiation (Fig. 22c-c), the substrate 
presented similar surface morphology and roughness. The obtained 
crosslinked PAH/PAMAM multilayers showed good stability and 
were organized in a rigid and compact structure, being able to retard 
the load and release of the model drug from the multilayers. The 
release profiles of small hydrophobic drug molecules, modeled by 
acridine orange (AO), through crosslinked and non-crosslinked 
multilayered films differed significantly, revealing similar trends to 
their absorption profiles. As such, the non-crosslinked loaded 

multilayered films released around 98% of the AO during the first 5 
min (Fig. 22d-a) whereas the crosslinked ones retarded the release 
of AO (Fig. 22d-b), with approximately 95% of the AO being released 
during the first 30 min. The crosslinking of PAH/PAMAM LbL films 
retained AO molecules for a much longer time than non-crosslinked 
ones due to the rigid globular shape of dendrimers, which imposes a 
powerful physical barrier for diffusion of AO both in-and-out of the 
film. Moreover, the crosslinked multilayered films showed the ability 
to withstand rising with ethanol, the most often used sterilization 
procedure, thus holding great promise for being used in a variety of 
biomedical scenarios. 

Fig. 22 (a) Schematic representation of the preparation of PAH/PAMAM 

multilayered films and their stabilization with DAS, followed by the 

adsorption of the hydrophobic molecules. (b) UV-Vis absorption spectra of 

(PAH/PAMAM)7.5 multilayered films before (black) and after (red) immersion 

in NaOH aqueous solution at pH 12 on a modified quartz substrate. (c) AFM 

images of a (PAH/PAMAM)7.5 multilayered film (a) before and (b) after DAS 

infiltration and (c) after UV irradiation. (d) Release profiles of AO in water 

from (a) non-crosslinked and (b) crosslinked (PAH/PAMAM)7.5 multilayered 

films. The inset figure in (b) shows the growth of absorbance at 268 nm as a 

function of the release time. Adapted from ref. 201 with permission from the 

Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Thus, the covalent interlayer linkages and the photochemical 
crosslinking of the multilayered films encompassing drug reservoirs 
contributed to the creation of multilayered films with retarded 
loading-release profiles without compromising the stability, surface 
morphology and roughness of films. Other authors reported a similar 
approach for combining post-infiltration, photochemical crosslinking 
and selective etching to develop porous multilayered films 
encompassing weak polyelectrolytes.202–205 Therefore, these systems 
show great promise in polymer science, since they enable an well-
defined control over the film structure, as well as the encapsulation 
and controlled release of drugs. 
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Using a similar strategy, Zhang et al. prepared a multilayered film 
comprising DAS crosslinked PAH/PAMAM multilayers, built on a 
piezoelectric-dielectric flexible film with reduced graphene oxide 
fillers (rGO-PEI/PVDF-HFP) (Fig. 23a) for improving the release of 
antinausea drugs.206 These authors observed that the photochemical 
crosslinking with DAS provided a stable drug matrix while preserving 
the piezoelectric-dielectric film properties (Fig. 23b). The 
multilayered film was also assembled on the surface of a disposable 
gastric lavage tube (Fig. 23c), showcasing that mimetic forces in the 
same range of human swallowing were transformed by the 
piezoelectric network into an electrostatic field, leading to an 
antiemetic drug release increase by 200% within 60 min (Fig. 23d,e). 
Therefore, the multilayered film can activate electrically triggered 
releases that were formerly only performed using complicated 
electrochemical setups and allows the attenuation of nausea, 
facilitating the intubation process itself. Thus, it is expected that this 
kind of multilayered platforms could simplify drug applications in 
various emergent situations and, at the same time, maximize drug 
release from a matrix, reducing the wasting drugs. 

Fig. 23 (a) Schematic illustration of the preparation of crosslinked 

PAH/PAMAM LbL films on a piezoelectric-dielectric composite substrate. (b) 

SEM image of the cross section of (PAH/PAMAM)7.5@rGO-PEI/PVDF-HFP LbL 

films. The inset figure is a digital photo of the flexible film. (c) Preparation of 

the multilayers on the disposable gastric lavage tube. (d) Schematic 

representation of the piezoelectric generation mechanism during the 

application. (e) Metoclopramide release profiles from 

(PAH/PAMAM)10.5@rGO-PEI/PVDF-HFP LbL films on the disposable gastric 

lavage tube. Adapted from ref. 206 with permission from the Wiley-VCH 

Verlag GmbH & Co. 

In another example, Oliveira and co-workers reported the fabrication 
of porous multilayered films incorporating dendrimers and 
liposomes showcasing their ability to interact with proteins, 
including bovine serum albumin.207 Therefore, such films may be 
useful for releasing ions and small particles from liposomes that will 
diffuse through the dendrimer’s layers. 
The design of hollow multilayered microcapsules through the 
sequential deposition of polymeric materials on the surface of 
sacrificial colloidal particles, followed by dissolution of the core 
template, has been attracting growing attention as reservoirs for the 
encapsulation and on-demand controlled release of 
drugs/therapeutics.132,208–210 For instance, PAMAM-loaded LbL 
microcapsules, through the sequential deposition of PAH and PVS 
layers onto the surface of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) microparticles 
in which dendrimer is loaded followed by core template dissolution, 
have been developed (Fig. 24a,b) to study the loading and release of 
1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonic acid (ANS) as a model drug.211 The 
binding of ANS to the PAMAM dendrimers highly increased the ANS 
loading in the microcapsules compared to a control lacking PAMAM 
as seen by a large difference in the fluorescence emission of the dye. 
The rate of ANS uptake (Fig. 24c) was determined by the rate of 
transport of ANS across the capsule, while the dissociation of ANS 
(Fig. 26d) from PAMAM was the rate-determining step for ANS 
release out of the microcapsules. The reproducibility over the 
particle size and shape, as well as the versatility in the choice of LbL 
ingredients for the core-shell capsules constitute an innovative 
approach to produce modular multilayered microcapsules able to 
bind and release small molecules. 

Fig. 24 (a) Preparation of LbL microcapsules encapsulating dendrimers. The 

LbL assembly process is developed on CaCO3 particles, followed by core 

dissolution to achieve PAMAM-loaded microcapsules. (b) Fluorescence 

microscope image of PAMAM-loaded PAH/PVS microcapsules, where 

PAMAM was labeled with tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate. (c) ANS 

uptake into (a) PAMAM-loaded microcapsules and (b) PAMAM-free 

microcapsules, at pH 4. (d) ANS release profile from PAMAM-loaded 

microcapsules. b-d: Adapted from ref. 211 with permission from the Elsevier. 
 
Khopade and Caruso developed hollow multilayered microcapsules 
by coating melamine formaldehyde colloidal particles with 
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alternating PSS and G4 PAMAM multilayered shells followed by core 
template dissolution, and evaluated the loading and release profile 
of the anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX). It was shown that more 
than 90% of the loaded DOX was released from the microcapsules 
after 4-5 h in a 0.154 M NaCl solution.212 The same authors also 
studied the adsorption of biological materials, namely cells and 
proteins on top of the PAMAM/PSS multilayered films adsorbed on 
the surface of flat substrates and microparticles and modified with 
PEG-bearing lipids via glutaraldehyde cross-linking, to evaluate the 
biocompatibility of the multilayered films.213 It was found that the 
PEG-modified LbL films reduced the phagocytosis of the 
microcarriers and adsorption of human serum albumin, as well as 
their adhesion to the macrophage cell line TPH-1, responsible for 
granuloma formation and infection at an implant site, when 
compared to the unmodified LbL films, which prove the 
biocompatibility of the surface-modified multilayered films. In 
another study, multilayered microcapsules encompassing N,N-
disubstituted hydrazine phosphorus-containing dendrimers coupled 
with oppositely charged linear polyelectrolytes or DNA shells were 
developed. When compared to the microcapsules developed with 
solely linear polyelectrolytes, the dendrimer-based microcapsules 
were found to be much softer, although these microcapsules could 
be stiffened by the treatment with organic solvents.214–216 In 
addition, the effect of the type of surface charges of the multilayered 
films encompassing either dendrimers and oppositely charged 
polymers or oppositely charged dendrimers was evaluated on the 
adhesion and maturation of fetal cortical rat neurons. It was 
demonstrated that neurons attached preferentially and matured 
faster in the films having positively charged hydrazine phosphorous 
dendrimers as the outermost layer (Fig. 25a) when compared with 
similar films ended in negatively charged ones (Fig. 25b).115 

Fig. 25 Immunofluorescence staining of neurons cultured in film surfaces 

terminated with (a) positively and (b) negatively charged hydrazine 

phosphorus dendrimers, after 5 days. Adapted from ref. 115 with permission 

from the Elsevier. 

Polymeric micelles, obtained through the spontaneous arrangement 
of amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous solutions, have been 
appointed as powerful for the encapsulation of poorly water-soluble 
cancer drugs. As such, the development of polyion complex (PIC) 
micelles have raised much attention.217 However, the instability of 
PIC micelles towards ionic strength under physiological conditions 
has led researchers to prepare stable PIC micelles by increasing its 
rigidity through the introduction of dendrimers in their 
structure.15,218–220 PIC micelles containing dendritic photosensitizers 
have been intensively studied in photodynamic therapy (PDT) and as 
light-harvesting sensitizers (PSs) owing to their optical properties and 
long triplet excited state lifetime.221–224 Briefly, this therapeutic 
approach involves the selective localization of a non-toxic 

photoactivatable dye (the PS) in the neoplastic tissue and its 
irradiation with harmless visible light to generate highly reactive 
oxygen species that lead to the destruction of the tumor cells.225 
Recently, several approaches have been employed towards the 
incorporation of PS into new drug delivery systems, which improve 
the selectivity and efficacy of PDT, as well as reduce the undesirable 
side effects, such as skin hyperphotosensitivity.226–228 For instance, 
Koh and co-workers prepared core-shell LbL nanocapsules 
encompassing anionic dendrimer porphyrin and cationic PAH 
multilayered shells on a sacrificial polystyrene template.229 The 
resulting capsules revealed high potential for encapsulating DOX for 
cancer therapy applications. In addition, it was found that the hollow 
capsules can be used as PS for PDT, whereas the loaded-capsules, 
after the irradiation, were much more cytotoxic than either 
chemotherapy or PDT alone, suggesting its application as nano-
devices for cancer therapy. As such, the molecular design of dendritic 
structures can result in the development of innovative and 
sophisticated multilayered platforms with emergent properties and 
functions across multiple scale lengths for being used in biomedicine. 

3.3 Gene therapy 
Gene therapy is considered as a powerful approach to prevent 
and/or treat numerous diseases via the introduction of exogenous 
DNA into cells. This concept has been broadened and, currently, 
promising strategies incorporating dendrimers and nucleic acids in 
multilayered films have been reported. For instance, 
electrostatically-driven multilayered films composed of G3 amine-
terminated poly(disulfide amine) dendronized polymer and 
oppositely charged plasmid DNA (pDNA) have been proposed for in 
vitro localized gene delivery.230 Although the disulfide bonds on the 
polycation are stable during the preparation and storage of the 
multilayered films, their degradation can be triggered by reductive 
agents, such as glutathione (GSH). Indeed, the multilayered 
assemblies were disassembled in the presence of GSH, triggering the 
release of the complexed DNA, which in turn affected the 
corresponding gene expression. The G3/DNA multilayered films 
exhibited good biocompatibility (Fig. 26a), low cytotoxicity (Fig. 26b) 
and higher transfection levels in comparison with the control 
encompassing PEI-based DNA multilayered films (Fig. 26c). It was 
found that the GSH concentration influenced the transfection 
efficiency of the G3/DNA films in 293T cells. The highest 
concentrations of GSH tested (5 and 10 mM) accelerated the 
degradation of the films in small fragments, which promoted the 
detachment of the adhered cells, leading to low transfection levels. 
Conversely, the highest transfection activity was obtained in the 
presence of 2.5 mM GSH (Fig. 26c) with c.a. 36% GFP-positive 293T 
cells after 5 days of co-culture. Therefore, the cleavage of the 
disulfide bonds in the polycation by the cell attachment on G3/DNA 
LbL films induced the release of the content into the cytoplasm in a 
sustained manner. Interestingly, it was found that the pDNA within 
the G3/DNA multilayered films could be also internalized by 293T 
cells without any reducing agent because the plasma membrane 
surface and intracellular environment could trigger the disassembly 
of the LbL films and release the incorporated pDNA locally. 
Recently, the focus has been on the synthesis of biodegradable 
dendrimers,231 and their incorporation in multilayered assemblies. In 
particular, the preparation of multilayered films incorporating 
biodegradable dendrimers and nucleic acids has been on the 
spotlight. In this regard, Peng et al. proposed a completely new 
approach, highly attractive for gene therapy and tissue engineering 
owing the ability of the developed multilayered films to control the 
release of incorporated nucleic acids.230 
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Fig. 26 (a) Cell attachment and proliferation on the surfaces of (G3/DNA)9.5 

and (PEI/DNA)9.5 multilayered films for 1 day (a, d), 3 days (b, e) and 5 days (c, 

f). (b) CLSM images of live (green) and dead (red) 293T cells after 24 h culture 

on the surfaces of (a) (G3/DNA)9.5 and (b) (PEI/DNA)9.5 multilayered films. The 

scale bar is 5 µm. (c) Transfection efficiencies of (G3/DNA)9.5 multilayered 

films in 293T cells as a function of the GSH concentration. (PEI/DNA)9.5 

multilayered films were incubated without GSH (shown as control 1), and in 

5 mM GSH (shown as control 2). Adapted from ref. 230 with permission from 

the Elsevier. 

Electrospun polymer fibers have been also deeply studied as 
platforms for the controlled delivery of therapeutics.232–234 Tomás 
and co-workers have combined electrospinning and LbL assembly for 
developing a gene delivery platform for tissue engineering.235 The 
biologically active surface was created by surface functionalization of 
biodegradable electrospun poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) fibers 
with chitosan and ALG multilayers (Fig. 27). It was shown that the 
developed system protects pDNA from endonucleases degradation, 
serving as a platform for the controlled delivery of pDNA/dendrimer 
complexes. As such, the attachment, growth, and differentiation of 
human mesenchymal stem cells towards the osteogenic lineage were 
supported by the functionalized fiber when a pDNA codifying for 
human bone morphogenetic protein-2 (hBMP-2) was used. A similar 
approach has been proposed by Chen et al., who reported the 
preparation of electrostatic-based multilayered films consisting of 
cationic PAMAM dendrimers/EGFP-hBMP-2 pDNA complex and 
anionic naked plasmid on titanium substrates, denoting a great 
potential to functionalize titanium implants with hBMP-2 gene.236 
Moreover, the multilayered films can be used for the delivery of 
functional genes in a localized and timely manner at the target site. 
The gene-functionalized titanium implant improved the osteogenic 
differentiation of osteoblasts, promoting early bone formation 
around implant, thus suggesting its possible application in gene-
stimulating biomaterials. 
 

Fig. 27 (a) Preparation of PLGA fiber mats and immobilization of 

pDNA/dendrimer complexes in those platforms. Adapted from ref. 234 with 

permission from the American Chemical Society. (b) SEM images of 

electrospun PLGA fiber mats (a, b) before and (c, d) after coating with 

alternating layers of chitosan and ALG. (b) and (d) are magnified images of (a) 

and (c), respectively. Small pores interconnected are observed in the fiber 

structure resulting from the electrospinning process. Reprinted from ref. 235 

with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

4. Concluding remarks and future perspectives 

Dendrimers are very attractive building blocks for a wide array of 
biomedical, biological and biotechnological applications, such as 
biosensing, diagnosis, bioimaging, drug/therapeutics delivery, gene 
therapy, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine owing to their 
unique and superior structural and physicochemical properties. 
Those include, their well-defined and highly branched structure, 
monodisperse and homogeneous 3D globular architecture, 
multivalency, tunable molecular weight, chemical composition and 
surface functionality, and precisely controllable nanosize. In this 
regard, they have been appointed as promising ingredients for the 
bottom-up assembly of innovative LbL multifunctional systems 
denoting enhanced structural properties and multifunctionalities not 
attainable with linear polymers. Those include their intrinsic ability 
to penetrate the interlayers, produce thicker polymeric multilayered 
films, and foster stronger interactions between the assembled 
building blocks. Furthermore, the dendrimer-containing LbL 
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assemblies provide enhanced binding sites to 
drugs/therapeutics/bioactive agents either via the internal cores of 
the dendrimers or their high density of peripheral functional groups, 
as well as those of the multilayered systems, representing enhanced 
nanocarriers for the encapsulation, protection, transport and on-
demand site-specific and controlled delivery of cargoes.  
In this review, we provide a comprehensive overview of the different 
intermolecular interactions to create dendrimer-containing 
nanostructured LbL assemblies, including electrostatic interactions, 
hydrogen bonding, covalent bonding, coordination chemistry, host-
guest and biological specific interactions, for bioapplications (Table 
1). Although most of the studies reported in the literature focused 
on the employment of free dendrimers, herein we have shown that 
there has been an increasing interest in the molecular design and 
development of supramolecular dendrimer-based multilayered 
assemblies for addressing multiple biological and biomedical 
applications, including biosensing, bioimaging, drug/therapeutics 
delivery, and gene therapy. This has been fueled by the simplicity, 
cost-effectiveness, mild processing conditions, and high versatility 
imparted by the LbL assembly technology in terms of the 
unprecedented choice of both inanimate and animate substrates to 
be coated and building blocks to be assembled via a multitude of 
intermolecular interactions and assembly methodologies. In fact, the 
LbL technology enables shaping a wide array of innovative and highly 
controlled multifunctional bioarchitectures, ranging from simple to 
more complex and elaborated structures spanning from the zero- 
(0D) to the third dimension (3D), not attainable with LbL-free 
dendrimers. The integration of dendrimers as ingredients in LbL 
assemblies enables processing them not only into core-shell particles 
and hollow multilayered capsules or tubes, but also into multilayered 
thin films, free-standing membranes, among others depending on 
the template to be coated and envisioned bioapplication. Besides, 
the adaptable and tunable chemistry denoted by the dendrimers 
turn them into promising nanoreservoirs for enabling high payload 
carrying and controlled release at a target specific site. In addition, 
the multivalency assigned by the high density of surface functional 
groups allows tethering targeting-specific cargoes or ligands in a 
precise controllable manner for improving their biocompatibility, 
site-specific controlled delivery, circulation time in the bloodstream 
and readily interact with the cell membrane via the cell specific 
receptors. Although these features are commonly exploited in LbL-
free dendrimers, the integration of dendrimers into LbL systems 
allows an enhanced protection of themselves and their cargo from 
undesirable interactions with the biological environment and 
improve the aqueous solubility and biodistribution of the cargo with 
reduced side effects. Moreover, the LbL architecture itself could be 
easily modulated and imparted with stimuli-responsive materials, 
thus rendering the LbL systems smart systems for on-demand site-
specific sustained delivery of dendrimer and encapsulated cargoes. 
As such, there is no doubt that the development of supramolecular 
dendrimer-containing multilayered systems is highly beneficial when 
compared to the LbL-free dendrimers and LbL ensembles prepared 
with linear polymers. 
However, despite the benefits and significance of the developed 
dendrimer-based multifunctional LbL systems for bioapplications, 
there are still major bottlenecks that inhibit their translation into 
practical clinical applications. Among them, most of the higher 
generation dendrimers assembled into LbL systems are cationic, thus 
raising cytotoxicity concerns and biological cell membrane 
disruption. This drawback ought to be addressed by the LbL 
community by taking advantage of the already successfully 

functionalized amine-ended dendrimers with PEG, natural 
saccharides, or other ligands. Furthermore, a major hurdle pertains 
to the nonbiodegradability of the mostly used and LbL assembled 
dendrimers under biologically relevant conditions, which elicit 
cytotoxicity effects by transposing the cell membrane and 
accumulating intracellularly. In this regard, biodegradable 
dendrimers have been gathering much interest and hold great 
promise as smart nanocarriers for bioapplications, including for on-
demand cell-regulated intracellularly controlled and sustained 
therapeutics delivery and tissue regeneration. For this purpose, the 
use of biorthogonal coupling reactions, namely the strain-promoted 
azide-alkyne cycloaddition or thiol-ene, among others, represents a 
powerful strategy for the synthesis and covalent decoration of 
dendrimers in the absence of metal catalysts, additives and organic 
solvents.149 The possibility of developing biocompatible and 
biodegradable smart dendrimer-containing LbL nanoassemblies is 
particularly attractive for the nanoencapsulation of living cells, 
aiming to protect them and their cargo from extreme conditions in 
the biological environment and enable their on-demand delivery at 
the target site. Furthermore, those smart biocompatible and 
biodegradable nanoassemblies also open new pathways in coating 
core-shell particles and produce hollow multilayered nano/micro-
capsules able to bind and release payloads on-demand and be used 
for cellular uptake. In this regard, the choice of the materials to be 
assembled into multilayered nanoassemblies dictate their final end-
use. For instance, the multilayered nanoshells of hollow nano/micro-
capsules could be enlisted with “intelligent” ingredients, i.e. 
materials that are (multi)stimuli-responsive (e.g., pH-, temperature-, 
ionic strength-, light-sensitive, among others), whose response can 
be modulated by playing with stimuli. An illustrative example 
pertains to the development of hollow nanocapsules entailing pH-
sensitive multilayered shells that would be stable under physiological 
conditions and after being internalized by cells and reaching the 
endosomes, denoting a slightly acidic pH, would be degraded and 
release the encapsulated bioactive agents. Besides, we envisage that 
the possibility of using biocompatible and biodegradable dendrimers 
as own nanocarrier vehicles and coating them with stimuli-
responsive LbL nanoshells constitutes an innovative approach that 
would afford them with superior performance and improved control 
at the nanoscale tackling a diverse set of bioapplications. 
Of great interest is also the capacity to accelerate the production and 
scale-up of dendrimers, with novel strategies and reactions 
challenging the conventionally tedious stepwise synthesis of 
dendrimers.237 The noncovalent synthesis of dendrimers by the self-
assembly of small amphiphilic dendrimer building units is a 
revolutionary approach for bioapplications, being able to mimic the 
covalently developed dendrimers in their structure and functions.238 
Furthermore, we envision that the integration of the bottom-up LbL 
assembly technology with other prominent nano- and micro-
fabrication methodologies, including photolithography, 
photopatterning and 3D bioprinting, holds great promise for tailoring 
the construction of functional, stable and well-defined 
nanostructures. Moreover, it would also enable the design of 
complex, sophisticated and multiscale devices exhibiting emergent 
properties and multifunctionalities. Those include adaptive, 
bioinstructive and multi-stimuli responsive behavior, as well as self-
healing ability, thus opening new avenues to increase the 
potentialities and the range of applications of those structures. 
In summary, although the incorporation of dendrimers in 
nanostructured LbL assemblies has raised increasing attention, there 
is still plenty of room for further development and innovation, and 
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challenges that ought to be addressed while the field is expanding to 
construct advanced and sophisticated devices for diverse 
applications in the biological and biomedical fields. Therefore, we 
foresee that this review will provide a fresh perspective and 
stimulate the scientific community in exploiting the unique features 
of both dendrimers and LbL assembly technology and contribute 
towards accelerating the development and clinical translation of 
dendrimer-based multifunctional supramolecular multilayered 
nanoassemblies. 
 

Table 1. Intermolecular interactions driving the LbL assembly of dendrimer-containing LbL nanoassemblies and their corresponding main features and 
bioapplications. 
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Intermolecular 

Interactions 

Main features Dendrimer-based 

LbL nanoassemblies 

Bioapplications Representative 

references 

 

 

Electrostatic 

Interactions 

 

 

• The most explored mechanism 

to develop dendrimer-containing 

multilayered assemblies 

• The LbL assembly process can 

be performed with virtually any 

charged and water-soluble 

molecules 

• The structure, composition and 

properties of the multilayered 

assemblies can be precisely 

tailored by adjusting several 

parameters (e.g., pH, ionic 

strength, polymer molecular 

weight) 

• Core-shell particles 

• Multilayered thin 

films 

• Robust free-standing 

multilayered 

membranes 

• Hollow multilayered 

capsules 

• Biosensing 

• Diagnostics 

• Drug/therapeutics 

delivery 

• Cancer therapy 

• Gene therapy 

• Tissue engineering 

83, 108-116, 

119-123, 128, 

174, 182, 196, 

199, 211, 212, 

229, 230, 235, 

236 

 

 

 

 

Hydrogen 

Bonding 

 

 

• Enables the incorporation of 

charged and uncharged molecules 

within the multilayers 

• Fabrication of more stable and 

robust films than the ones 

developed by electrostatic 

interactions 

• The LbL films growth by 

assembling polymers bearing 

moieties that can act as hydrogen 

bonding donors and hydrogen 

bonding acceptors and can be 

accomplished in aqueous 

solutions or in organic solvents 

• The LbL films created using 

hydrogen bonding are highly 

sensitive to pH 

• Single component 

multilayered thin films 

• Multilayered thin 

films relying on 

different components 

• Drug/therapeutics 

delivery 

• Biosensing 

130-134, 137-

139 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Covalent Bonding 

 

 

• Flexibility in the selection of the 

molecules to be assembled, 

allowing the development of 

multifunctional assemblies that 

cannot be prepared by 

electrostatic-driven LbL 

assembly methods 

• Fabrication of more stable and 

robust multilayered films than the 

ones developed by electrostatic 

interactions and hydrogen 

bonding 

• The exposure of multilayered 

films to UV irradiation induces 

changes in the properties of the 

films, increasing their robustness 

and stability 

• The design of stimuli-

responsive multilayers is not 

appropriate due to the 

irreversibility of the covalent-

based systems 

• Multilayered thin 

films 

• Hollow multilayered 

capsules 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

• Immunoprotection 

• Biosensing 

• Drug/therapeutics   

delivery 

140, 141, 144-

146, 153-155, 

175, 201 
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This review provides a comprehensive and critical overview of the supramolecular dendrimer-containing 

multifunctional layer-by-layer nanoassemblies driven by a multitude of intermolecular interactions for biological 

and biomedical applications. 

 


